Euro Diesel IDempiere
ERP Implementation

Client Profile:
Client is the 40 years plus organization in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates with
operation in Dubai. Their well-organized structure and utilize the latest technologies,
enabling us to meet our customer's needs accurately and promptly. They are into a
wide range of products from various manufacturers, and are constantly increasing our
portfolio ensuring to deliver the best solution our stores carry a comprehensive
selection of diesel fuel injection parts, fuel pumps and injectors suitable for most
applications in the market place today. Dedicated to quality service, they are both
knowledgeable and courteous, focused on building relationships with customers to
determine their exact needs and to always provide the right solution. Specialized in a
wide range of OE diesel fuel injection parts for BOSCH, ZEXEL, DENSO, DELPHI,
STANADYNE, MOTORPAL, CONTINENTAL (SIEMENS) and AMBAC.

The Challenge & solution
Client was having an Older IDempiere 360 version based ERP solution in their branches.
They were having troublesome in managing their newer and enhanced levels of MIS
report generations. For getting new and updated forms and functions, they require
assistance from a prospective consultant where in new features can be adopted and
make the system much for feature rich and customize based on their requirements.
SODTECH using Open source iDempiere ERP has given taken this challenge and came
up with a fully customizable solution towards the client. SODTECH decided to venture
outside its domain of application development, and acted as a guide for the client
providing consultation and best approach to roll out their process much smarter and
error free. SODTECH with iDempiere ERP, an open source solution, is not tied by any
licensing cost for functional changes or version upgrade.
As a solution provider, SODTECH have upgraded their MIS report engine to get reports
based on their current requirement and troubleshooting their existing system to make
things work on their current challenge. The current MIS report engine satisfies their
operations and brought more transparency in their day-to-day working procedures.
Overall the new system has helped client to build a strong base to concentrate and plan
on new avenues for growth. In short, a system prepared for the organization for growth
by infusing it with more operational agility and flexibility.

